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9 Recursive prosodic phrasing in 
Japanese* 

Junko Ito and Armin Mester 

9.1 Background and identification of the problem 

A key result of studies in phrasal phonology since the 1970s has been the 
finding that, cross-linguistically, phrase-level phonological processes do not 
make use of the vast set of potential domains that are in principle made 
available by grammatical (i.e., syntactic and morphological) structure. Rather, 
they are localized in a small set of domains that arc phonological in nature, 
even though defined in reference to grammatical structure, and that turn out to 

play a decisive role in language after language. The model that developed in 
response to this central finding is prosodic hierarchy theory (Selkirk, 1978; 
Nespor and Vogel, 1983; lnkclas, 1989: 4, etc.), building on key insights in 
earlier work (such as Halliday, 1960 and Pike, 1967): Speech is organized into 

a set of prosodic domains that form a hierarchy of containment, with each 
non-terminal constituent made up of a sequence of constituents at the next 
level down (the Strict Layer Hypothesis, sec Selkirk, 1984 and Ncspor and 

Vogel, 1986, among others). 
The hierarchy comprises two groups of categories, as shown in (I). The 

word-internal units (syllable, foot, and perhaps mora) are intrinsically defined 
in terms of sonority-related phonetic factors and speech rhythm, whereas the 
parsing of higher-level units (prosodic word, phonological phrase, intona
tional phrase, etc.) is regulated by constraints, alignment-based and other, on 
the correspondence bet ween syntm:t ic/morphological and phonolog ica l 
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constituents. We will sometimes refer to the word-internal prosodic units as 
rhythmic categories, and the larger prosodic units as inte1jace categories. 

(I) 

u utterance 

intonational phrase 

<p phonological phrase 
infet.fcu:e categories 

I 
(.0 prosodic word 

I 
f foot 

I 
0' S) liable rhythmic categories 

).! mora 

While the general form of the rhythmic categories is relatively uncontro
vcrsial, apart from specific issues (such as the status of the mora as a genuine 
prosodic constituent vs. a property of syllables, see Ito and Mester, 2003 
[ 1992]), the picture is far less clear for the interface categories. The overall 
research program has been vastly successful in advancing our understanding 
of the relation between syntactic structure and phonological form, but many 
questions of both detail and principle have remained open, even as to the 
exact number and/or content of the units of the hierarchy. To make matters 
worse, categories arc sometimes literally defined in terms of the processes 

associated with their instantiations in specific languages, resulting in labels 
like 'accentual phrase', 'tone group' , etc. While this is mnemonically useful 

for the description of a single language, the lack of truly cross-linguistically 
valid and constant properties associated with these units creates additional 
obstacles in identifying categories between languages and grammars (see 

Selkirk, 2005 and Truckenbrodt, 2006 for discussion). The underlying re
search progn11n lws valued the postu lation or new descriptive categories, 
designed to S<.: IVL' as dornains lt>r various pnK·l·sscs in various languages, over 
n:stl!l'll \'l'll l'Ss 
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been proposed, the minor phrase and the major phrase (alternatively named 

'accentual phrase' and 'intermediate phrase'). The distinction seems to have 

grown out of research on Japanese, one of the best-studied prosodic systems. 

The two kinds of phrases were first distinguished in McCawley ( 1968), fol

lowed by Haraguchi ( 1977), Poser ( 1984 ), Beckman and Pierrchumbcrt 

(1986), Kubozono (1988), and Selkirk and Tatcishi (1988). The distinction 

was then adopted for many other languages, including Basque (Elordicta, 

2007), English (Selkirk, 1996), German (Kratzer and Selkirk, 2007), Italian 

(Petrone and D'Impcrio, 2008), and Korean (Jun, 1998). See Jun (2005) for a 

general overview. 

This paper reopens the question of whether two distinct phrasal categories 

are truly necessary. Is a model of prosodic parsing possible that accounts for 

all the facts, both in Japanese and in other languages, with a single phonologi

cal phrase category? We will argue that such a conception is not only possi
ble, but in fact necessary: multiple categories create problems. 

The starting point of the new approach is the simple observation that a 

single phrasal category does not mean a single layer of structure at a given 

level of prosody. Equating the two presupposes subscribing to the doctrine, 

long abandoned as part of orthodox strict layering, that only a new category 

can introduce a new level of structure. Even though prosodic structure shows 

nothing like the depth of embedding created by recursion in syntax, 1 it is a far 

cry from this uncontrovcrsial observation to the strict layering conclusion that, 

given a prosodic hierarchy with n categories, each path (from root to terminal 

node) in a prosodic tree must have a length of exactly n layers. On the con

traty, both level skipping and level repetition have been well motivated, 

resulting in paths with fewer and more levels, respectively. Level skipping 

occurs in weakly layered structures, as argued in Ito and Mester (2003 [ 1992]), 

and level repetition is found in recursive prosody, as was assumed in early 

prosodic thc01y (sec, for example, Ncspor and Vogel, 1983) and forcefully 

argued by Ladd in a number of publications (sec Ladcl 1996 for a summary). 

Following this growing body of work, we allow for additional layers to arise 

through recursion, in particular, through adjunction, as shown in (2). 
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(2) Prosodic recursion for interface categories: 

a. •-recursion 
11 

... I ... 

d 
X X ... Xt 

I 
••• Cjl ••• 

e.g. .. Ladd ( 1986. 1988) on 
nesteu coordinate 
structures in English 

h. q>-n:cur-ion 

~··· 

X X ... Xcp 

I 
• •• (1) ••• 

e.g .. GusscnhO\ en ( 1991. 
2005) un the 1 h) tlun 1 ulc in 
Dutch and l·.nglish 

c. <•>-recursion 
Cjl 

I 
••• (1) ••• 

d: 
X X ... Xt•> 

I 
. .. r ... 

e.g .. Ito and Mester ( )()() 7) 
on Japanese el>mpnumt
and Ito and Mester (.?0011.a 
2009b) on English and 
German function "111 d 
complexes 

Constituent does not equal category once recursive structures arc adnllllnl 

The crucial point is that recursion imposes further levels of structure on th1· 

string being parsed without claiming that each time a different catego1 y '' 

involved. We are assuming an optimality-theoretic analysis (Sclkirl-,, 1 <>% 

Truckenbrodt, 1999), where a NonRccursivity constraint prevents unllnutnl 

recursion and vacuous recursion. In fact, one layer for each category '' llJlll 

mal given appropriate parsing constraints, and recursive structures attsl· onh 

if they serve to fulfill a higher ranking constraint (e.g., a syntax-pt<l.,Od\ 

alignment constraint, a binarity restriction, etc.). 

9.2 Interface categories in Japanese 

Most previous work on the phrase-level prosody or Japanese (e.g., Me( 'awky, 

1968; Haraguchi, 1977; Poser, 19H4; lkckman and Pierrehu mberl , I1>X() 

Kubozono, 19XX; Selkirk and Tatcish i, 19HH) dis tingu ishes the two plu :•s:d 

interface categories in(~). 

( \) 

1\l;tl' 111<11111 ( 'illli•JJ11l'dJ.IIl' I phl.l'·l· 

I 
~hi' 111111111 1 .n ',·Jtlu.tl I plu.t 1' 
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The rationale for this supposedly irreducible distinction is that MaP and MiP 

are domains for different processes. The three main generalizations are sum
marized in (4). 

(4) 

a. MiP: 
b. MiP: 
c. MaP: 

Domain of accent culminativity 
Domain of initial rise 
Domain of downstep 

How can a model with a single and undifferentiated category <p ('phonological 

phrase') make the necessary distinctions? The key lies in a better understand
ing ofwhat the facts really imply about 'domains', and ofthe ways in which 

domains relate to categories. 

The first generalization ( 4a) is more of a definition than an argument for a 

domain, and simply states that there can be at most one accent (H*L) in a MiP 
(hence the alternative name 'accentual phrase'). The generalization in (4b) is 

schematically illustrated in ( 5) (after Selkirk and Tateishi, 1991 ), where sev

eral unaccented prosodic words are joined into a single MiP. The central 

observation is that MiP, the domain of accent culminativity, is also the locus 

of the initial rise (a %L boundary tone followed by a phrasal H- tone). 

(5) Initial rise within MiP 

%L l-1- %L 1-!-
a. [r-,iai'(Mii'Oomiya-no) (Mil' Inayama-no yuujin-ga inai)] 

friend isn't there 
'M r. lnayama·s friend from Oomiya isn't there. ' 

%L H-
b. [Mai'(M iP Oomiya-no Inayama-ga)(Mi l' yuujin-o yonda) I 

friend ca\ \cc\ 
'M r. Inayama from Oomiya called hi s l'ricncl.' 

Downstcp (or catathcsis) refers to the lowering ort he pitch n .. :gistcr \(>I low

ing an accented sy lla ble (Poser, 19~4) . This is illu str~1tcd in ((1) (al't -r Selkirk 

and Tatc ishi, I 991 ). whcr · c~ 1 c h prosodi c word is iK'l'l'lli ·d :liHI ill ·r ·liH·c 
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projects a MiP of its own. The domain of downstep is MaP in the sense that 

post-accent lowering takes place throughout MaP, and the pitch register is 
reset only at the beginning of the next MaP, not at the beginning of each MiP. 

(6) Downstep within MaP 

a. 

b. 

[Mai'(MiP A6yama-no )J [ MaP(Mil' Yamaguchi-no )(Mil' aniyome-ga inai)J 
sister-in-law isn't there 

·Mr. Yamaguchi's sister-in-law from Aoyama isn't there.' 

H*L f-FL 
[ Mal'(~ liP A6yama-no) (Mil' Yamaguchi-ga)][MaP(MiP aniyome-o yoncln) I 

sister-in-law ca lled 
·Mr. Yamaguchi from Aoyama called hi s sister-in-law.' 

A schematized diagram (with two MaPs, each with two MiPs) illustra1i11 g 

the initial rise (at the beginning of each MiP) and downstep (indicah.:d h 

arrows within MaP) is given in (7). 

(7) 

MaP 

------------
MaP 

--------------

_j 'YoL. -, 1\ *L (lex ica l pitch accent) 

I low so lid arc these dom~1in arguments? Arc they sul'li ·icnt •nliiiHls lo 

lllOiivntc di stinct ca lc 'orics'! Wh:ll gocs wron • il' both MaJ> a1HI Mil' i ll \ ' 

si1npl y recursive UlldiiT ·r 'filial ·d q1s, as i11 (X)'/ 
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(8) 

The surprising result is that nothing goes wrong: As far as the initial rise and 

downstep are concerned, there is no reason to distinguish between different 

kinds of phrases, MaP and MiP (or intermediate phrase and accentual phrase). 

First, by accent culminativity a MiP contains maximally one accent; since 
downstep requires two accents, the first one downstcpping the second, it 

cannot have any effect within a single MiP. Since it already follows from the 

structural description of downstcp that it cannot apply within MiP, there is no 

need to specifically exclude it from this domain. Only one kind of phonologi

cal phrase <p is needed, then, as in (8), where the lowest <ps (not containing 

other q:>s) are automatically excluded as 'domains of downstep'. 
In structures like (8), minimal q:>s alone serve as domains of accent culmi

nativity.lto and Mester (2007: 100) argue that accent is a head feature: Each 

accent must be the head of some prosodic phrase q:>. This ensures that every 

minimal <p has at most one accent (any additional accent would be a non

head), but non-minimal q:>s arc free to contain more than one accent. The 

accent-as-head idea explains why it is the minimal q:> that is the domain of 

accent culminativity. 
Jn a similar way, there is no need to ban an initial rise from the left edge of 

MaP. As long as every MaP begins with a MiP, it is already predicted in any 

case: [MaP [MiP %LH ... ). .. ]. Moreover, the observation that the degree of 
initial rise is more extreme at MaP edges than at MiP edges (Selkirk ef a/., 

2003) casts doubt on the idea that all instances of initial rise can be reduced to 

MiP-rises. For this reason alone, it seems more adequate to locate a %LH 

sequence at the left edge of every phrase <p (we will return to this issue below 

in Section 9.4.3). 

Downstep and initial rise, then, work without problems in the onc-<p modd. 

Our immediate conclusion is that the initial rise applies to all <p-phrasc.:s (not 

just to MiP), and likewise downstcp applies to al l <p-phrascs (not j11stto MaP). 

The more intcrcst •n~ condusion is that we c:1n l·onll:mplall' aholtsh1n~· till' 

cntlll' MaP/ t'vltl' d1st11trt1on I l't thl'll' hl· only lllll' ph11nolor1l al pluaw tp1 
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9.3 Recursion-based subcategories 

What the facts and generalizations seem to demand is not enough categories. 
as the standard view of prosodic form has it, but rather enough levels ol 
structure. But structure can be provided in a number of ways, the 'level 

=category' approach being just one of a number of possibilities, and arguably 

not the optimal one. In this context, it is significant that work over the last 

twenty years has firmly established rccursivity as an indispensable attribute lll 

prosodic form in a number of languages. The existence of recursive phrasi n!' 

has been demonstrated at the level of the intonational phrase by Ladd ( 19Xc,, 
1988) and Ladd and Campbell (1991), and at the level of the phonological 

phrase by Gussenhoven (2005); prosodic word recursion has been shown to 

hold for compounds and function word complexes by Booij ( 1996) and llo 

and Mester (2007, 2009a, 2009b). Further development, with addit ional ev1 

dence, is found in Kubozono ( 1988, 1993, 2005), van den Berg el a/. (I 9')}), 

Truckenbrodt (2002), and Fcry and Truckcnbrodt (2005), among othc1 s . I·' 

tensive study and motivation of recursive stmcturcs in prosody is provided 111 

two recent dissertations (Wagner, 2005 (MIT); Schrcudcr, 2006 (Groningl'lll 

see also Wagner, 201 0). 

Building on this line of work, we will here outline a model that we rek1 to 

as recursion-based subcategories. Each prosodic catcg01y defines ns o" 11 
network of projections, where the usual tree-structural notions apply, such,., 

minimal and maximal projection and head vs. non-head. Phonologica l aud 

phonetic processes arc part of the realization of this structure, and Slfll.d 

important boundaries by selecting different subconstitucnts as their dom:um. 

Using standard tree-structural terminology, the largest projection of a p1 o:-.111111 

category K is the 'maximal K' , and its smallest projection is the ' minimal "· 

as defined in (9). 

(9) 

Kon," ~ K not dominated b) ~-: 

K,,.,, 1\' not domiuatiug ~-: 

The schematic structure in ( I 0) shows how thl'Sl' dc lin•tio11s appl y lo tlw 

intc.:ri:H.:c.: catcg.1ml's lllfollutiollufJ,fll·o\t' (I). J'IIIJ/111!11.1!/t ulf'hrct,(' (tpl .. llld 

Jlro.\tlllw ll'orcl(~tl). I al·.lll~· up a sur!'.l.''>tloll hy Slurt·tol\.:1\\ahnl<l , \\1.' p.ropu ,l 

that llll!'l'l/1/t 1' (\1), ll'll·tllv pu.,ltnl ,.., 1h1· h1~·hl.,t l.ltl'l'tll \ 111 thr Jlh"lldh 

llii.'J,IIdly I\ IIIII ,I '•l')l:ll,lll Ioiii l'lll \' hut L1ti11 I till 111.1\llll,d Jll liJI'l t11111 nJ till 
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intonational phrase (t). The empirical prediction is that utterance cannot be 
recursive; its only role is to gather up the smaller chunks of prosodic structure. 

(I 0) Prosodic adjunction: 

t - maximal projection oft(= ·utterance·) 

~ 
X . . . X - minimal projection of 1 

q> - maximal projection or q> 

~ 
X . . . X q> - minimal projection or q> 

I 
(!) - maximal projection or (•) 

~; 
,/l . . I . . I' X . . . X <•> - mtmma prOJO.:CIIon o <•> 

I 
... r ... 

A reviewer raises the very pertinent question why the intonational phrase 
and the phonological phrase need to be different categories. Could the into
national phrase, as well as the utterance, simply be projections of the 
phonological phrase? This is obviOusly an empirical question that cannot be 
decided on a priori grounds. A relevant finding is that there seem to be sub
stantial and ' categorical' (i.e., not merely gradient) differences such as pause 
and other phonetic correlates identified in Kawahara and Shinya (2008) be
tween these levels of prosody. A similar question can be asked about the 
prosodic word and the phonological phrase: Might the phrase just be a higher 
projection of the word? Again this can only be decided on empirical grounds: 
For example, Kahncmuyipour's (2003) finding that stress in Persian involves 
opposite hcadedncss at the word and at the phrase level argues that we arc 
dealing with different units of prosody. 

Rather than pursuing a bollom up phonetic approach. as 111 .lun (200'i). 

Vcndtlll 1'1 ol. (200X). and othe1 wotks, wh\.'1\.'lll~·hcr pro:-.odlt't·att'!'OIII.'' :ttl' 
ddillt'd :-old y Ill l l.' llllS o!1hn1 phllll l.' ll l' ll\,llllk.., I,IIHIII , \\1,' I,'Oill llllll'to ;...,..,111111.' 
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the syntax-prosody mapping hypothesis in the tradition of prosodic theory, as 
inaugurated in the work of Selkirk ( 1978): all interface categories, i.e., pro
sodic categories above the rhythmically defined foot, arc defined in relation to 
grammatical/syntactic structure and information structure. A reasonable guid
ing idea is to map Lex, the syntactic word (the lexical categories N, V, and A) 
to the prosodic interface unit w, the syntactic phrase LexP (the maximal 
projection of Lex) to <p (roughly con·esponding to the Major Phrase), and the 
syntactic clause (CP) to t. This idea is one of the cornerstones of the Match 
Theory recently developed by Selkirk (2009, to appear). 

In connection with defining minor phrasing in Japanese, Selkirk and Tatci 
shi (1988) point out that the syntax-prosody mapping hypothesis may be too 
strong since it is not the case that there is a syntactic constituent type whOSl' 
edge must coincide with the edge of a Minor Phrase, nor that a Minor Phrasl' 
edge must coincide with the edge of a syntactic constituent of a partic11l;11 
type. Selkirk and Tatcishi's observation actually reveals higher ranking con 
straints at work, such as Accent Culminativity, which dominate the mapp1n1• 
constraints and result in q>s that are smaller than XPs. A syntactic phra ... ~.· 
xp[a a], where a is an accented word, would be expected to map onto a 

phonological <p as 'P(a a). But because of Accent Culminativity, the tW(> us 
cannot both be heads of <p, and arc optimally mapped as recursive 'l'( ... (a),1,(u)) 

On the other hand, an unaccented combination xl'[u u] simply maps onto a 

single phonological <pas 'P(u 11). Thus with recursive prosodic subcatcgo111.':-. 
and violable constraints, there is no need to weaken the syntax-pro:-.od\ 
mapping hypothesis or better, the weakening involved here reveals 1hd I 

simply as an intrinsically optimality-theoretic effect: The domination ol .111 
interface constraint by prosodic constraints.2 

9.4 Recursive <p vs. MiP/MaP 

I low do recursion-based su bcategories and MiP/MaJ> theory match up'! 111 
spccilic instantiations. MiP si111ply corresponds to thl' mininlill <p. MaPto lhl· 
llla\imal <.p. as depicted in (II). kav111g us WOIHk-1111).!. wlll·th~-:1 wt· haH· 111 ..,1 
n:crcatcd l\1iP and MaP tiiHkl dlff t• tl' llt names 
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(II) MiP/MaP vs. minimal-<p/maximal-<p 

A Aa:-.imal <p) 

\lliP \1iP --- <p <p (minimal <p) 
~~~~ 
lt) •.. (I) ••• (1) ••• (1) ••• 

Closer inspection reveals, however, that the two theories arc far from being 
notational variants. There arc significant differences between the two, and the 
evidence favors the single <p-category approach. MiP/MaP theory faces a 
dilemma in that it gives rise to two diametrically opposed problems at the 
same time: lt provides too much structure in some respects, and too little 
structure in others. 

9.4.1. Too much structure in MiP/MaP 

Recursivity is an established attribute of prosodic form- in OT-terms, the 
anti-recursivity constraint is violable (Selkirk, 1996). But whenever this 
constraint is low ranking in the grammar, MiP/MaP theory in principle allows 
both phrases to appear recursively, as in (12). 

{12) 

I 

... I ... 
\llaP } ...--I 
MaP 

RccursiYe MaP 

Recursive MiP 
MiP } ....--1 
MiP 

I 
.•. (t) .•• 

Such nested MaP/MiP structures have no equivalent in a theory with 
recursion-based subcategories. While MaP and M iP arc actua l categories and 
can be recursive. 'maximal <p' and 'minimal <p' arc relational terms. not sepa
rate c<ttcgorics. and it makes no Sl.'ll<;t' 101 som~.·thing to be ' recursively llla\i 
mal' ot · r~.·cmsJ\l'IV llllllllllal' 111 ,, '>llt~~k plnl lTimn Onl y llllt' Jllsf;llll'\.' ol a 
\ ·,1tq•1ll\' io; 111,1\IIII,JI ,JJH IIIJll\ IIIII' 1'. IIIIIIIJII,JI ( '\'\" ('I)) 
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(13) 

I 

... j ... 
<p ._.._ maximal <p 

/'1 
<p 1-- cannot b.! m<l\imal 
I 
I 
I 

<p 1-- cannot b.! minimal 
.--/1 

<p +--- minimal <p 
I 

... w ... 

Give? the independent need for recursive structures, the singlc-<p approach is 
thus mhcrently more restrictive than the MiP/MaP approach in ( 12). 

Wh~ther thi~ difference is of consequence remains an empirica l question. 
and will re~~me careful investigation. lntcrcstingly, Selkirk (2000: 2" ) 
argues exphcttly that in English recursive MaP stmcturcs need to be rukd 
out by specifically assuming high ranking NONRECURSIVITY-MAP. If' MaP' 

""maximal <p, this follows automatically without invoking other constrai 111 ., 
or ranking. 3 

9.4.2 Too little structure in MiP/MaP 

Evidence that the standard MiP/MaP approach docs not provide enoul!h 
str~cture to represent the ways downstcp plays out in Japanese was 1 

11
.,1 

pomted out ~y Ku~ozono ( 1993: 205 208), who found that a sequence ofl(
1111 

accented M1Ps wtth the grammatical structure IA13)fCD], while exhib
1
t
1
ng 

downs~ep thr~ughout: i.e. , clearly constituting a single MaP, has a systemat
1 

ca~ly htgh~r pllch on C than what the flat prosodic stru<.:lurc MaJ•[MiP MiP Mil' 
M.tPJ pre?tcts. Kub?zono ( 1989: 58 59) 11rgues that one way ofundcrstandinf 
thts mc~ncal boostts as a phonetic reflex ora binary. recursively reslrucllll n l 
MtP-MtPscqucnceas in (14). 
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(14) Recursive MiPs 

MaP 

-----------MiP MiP 
~ ~ 

MiP MiP MiP 

ll*L 
[[[naoko-no] 
·Naoko's 

H':'L 
[<\ ni-no]] 
brother's 

H*L 
l[a6i] 
blue 

l-I*L 
[ erimaki]]] 
muffler· 

This is a subtle finding with important consequences, and the proposed 
recursive MiP structure clearly makes sense of the metrical boost, which re
mains baffling under the standard view.4 But now a different and unexpected 
problem arises: Each of the higher MiPs contains two accents, inherited from 
the two subordinate MiPs, and therefore violates accent culminativity, the 

defining property of MiP. 

(15) 

MaP vio late the 
......... ~:.·.:.~:.~·.·.:::::.::·· one-accent 

( MiP·:, ;_ MiP.: requirement 

~ ~ 
MiP MiP MiP MiP 
~~~~ 

[ffnaoko-no] fani-nol] 1Ja6i] [erfmaki]fl 

The contradictory domain desiderata- nonrecursive MiPs to observe accent 
culminativity vs. recursive MiPs to account for the metrical boost - did not go 
unnoticed (Shinya et al., 2004), and the response was the standard one of 
introducing yet another category, 'SMiP' ('Superordinate Minor Phrase '), 
between MiP and MaP. SMiP, and not MiP, takes care of the metrical boost, 

and the one-accent requirement holds of MiP, not of SM iP. 
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(16) 

MaP one-accent 
~ ...... ......... ......... .. 

........ ,-.--- ..... ···· ----........... .. .. :::: requirement .. ....... ..· '""""" 
;_~; · ~!i.·' does not hold 

/ '-. /' "-... for SMiPs 
MiP MiP MiP MiP 
~~~~ 

[[[nc\oko-no] [ani-no]] [[ a6i] lerimakiJ]] 

In the <p-only model, the problematic contradiction does not arise, bccaus · 
the one-accent requirement holds of minimal <p, and the branching <ps ar · 
necessarily non-minimal. The metrical boost, on the other hand, is associated , 
as in Kubozono's conception, with <pin a right-branching recursive configu
ration, which is necessarily non-minimal. 

(17) 

No new intermediate category (such as SMiP) is necessary in the <r-unl y 
approach. The larger Jesson to be learned here is that separate labe ls hcu> Jn · 
a liability where recursive structures arc called for: They requin.: rurlli l' l 
elaboration of the labeled hierarchy, dimming the prospects l'or a noss 
linguistically valid hi crarchy. 5 

Given the prosodic parses assigned by the <p-on ly approach , whi ·II an· 
accessed by phonetics, an important question is whether phone! il:s l:<l ll 'l'll lllll ' 
the nodes lor exa mple, determine how many instances ol'<r ;1re initi;l! ·d h n 
given word . The answer is that Sll ·h inl(mn;JiiollllHISt in prin ·i plc he ill' ·css t 
hie and is o r obvious r ·I ·v;ll llT si nce it is ;l lllanil i.:s t;JiioJJ or wil;JI is ul'tvn 
inl(mn;ill y r ·r·rr ·d lo ilS ' hutiiHbry slrcnglh '. Thus lil · lirsl word w/u/11J i11(1i,· 
l:X;i lllpk hl·iow ." (:JIIdS ill lfl l' hq',llllllll )1, o( 'tflr ' · l(lS, lllli ;ili!J l' fl l') 'llllllll)' pj'(\V\l 

q>s . 1111\l !t ill illld t ' f'i11111 l,t ill\ ' :JI !il l' h 'l '.lllllill )' ul \lill y tlll · 1p Sill \'\' IIi · IIlii II d 
liS· 1:; t'\!lll(llllt·d Ill! Ill\' ho~ : .t ·. lll ht')' llllllll ):.·· 11 1 tp:., ll w:.v dt :. IJIII'IIilJJ :; lllt ' tlllt tid 
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. d b the OT -mechanism of constraint con-
(thc same basic idealS expresse y 
junction in lto and Mester 2003: 201- 206). 

(18) 

/hifm 
/.tn ..... ······· q> !· Y~ 
[ :..··· ~~~ 
up r•ni-noll ..:::.-t-rt-6-il terimakii]J 

beginning Of three q>S 
== highest rise 

beginning of two q>s 
==rhythmic boost 

9.4.3 Cumulative rise in recursive <p 

. h here a rise occurs MiP-initially, with the 
Comparing the MtP/MaP approac 'w b . . g of every <p we find that the 

h here it occurs at the egmnm , . 
<p-only approac , w . . fi left edaes If the rise is cumulative, 
two theories make different prcdtctwns .or~ A~ (.19a) which initiates two 

h d' ts a steeper nse lOr m , 
the <p-only approac pre lC h h d as tong as nothing else is said, 

h for B and C On the ot er an ' B d C 
<ps, t an d: th t A should be in no way different from an 
MiP/MaP theory pre tcts a 

in (19b). 

(19) 
a. [o;. (o;. A}\., B 1[., .. ~ 11 
b. (\lal'lMil' A }\Mil' B}[\111 \) 

roach: Selkirk eta/. (2003) and Kawa
The facts h~re favor the <p-only ;~:e de ree of initial rise is more extreme at 

hara (20 l 0, thts vol~me) found tha view ~at the initial rise is a MiP-cxclusive 
left edges- a puzzhng res~lt for .the f trengthening effects is a general 

s h wards-mhentance o s . 7) 
property. uc up . . ccordin to Fougcron and Kcatmg (199 
feature of the prosodtc hterarchy,fia h d'f~ercnt degrees of initial rise? In the 
and Flack (2007). What accounts or t cb I. . g of 'Ill "'S and if it is cumu-

h .· c occurs at the egmntn c ~· , . 
<p-only approac , a IIS . ,. I . t the Jcfl edge of structures ltke 

6 · ·, · mmcdtatcly pre( 1cte< c1 
lative, more nsc ~ ~ I . ' Tl , MiP/MaP approach, on tiH.: other hand, 
( 19'\) witho\ll :;puc tal pkadmt.. lc . . . .. . , 

.. I M I' , I' ·s lnv~.· ' I mon: .. ·xttum 11:->l. 

I .. 1 s···11.11 .. 1 t ~.· sl ij111lat ion I wl a u bl· ' ' 1\l'l'l s . . ~ • • . 
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9.4.4 Initial rise in weakly layered structures 

We have so far considered one way in which prosodic structures are not 

strictly layered, namely, through level repetition (rccursivity). A second way 
is by skipping prosodic levels, as in situations where syllables remain un

footed and are directly dominated by the prosodic word (sec Ito and Mester, 
2003 [1992]; Selkirk, 1996; Peperkamp, 1996; and Kabak and Schiering, 

2006 for examples). In terms oflto and Mester (2009a), these involve viola

tions of the constraint PARSE-INTO-X, where X is some level of the prosodic 
hicrarchy.8 It turns out that the MiP/MaP approach and the <p-only approach 

make different predictions in cases where level-skipping is involved, i.e., 
when MaP docs not begin with MiP and directly dominates co (skipping the 

MiP level), as in (20a), to be compared with the structurally equivalent <p-only 
structure (20b). The circled prosodic word is not MiP-initial in (20a), which 
would mean no initial rise. On the other hand, it is <p-initial in (20b ), pre

dicting a rise. In order to force an initial rise MaP-initially, the MiP/MaP 

approach must stipulate that every MaP begins with a MiP: [MaP[M;p ... ] ... l 

(20) 

a. MiP/MaP theory: MaP 

MiP MiP MiP 
~~~ 

® ()) ... (0 .. . co ... 

b. q>-only theory: 

® (1) .. • (1) .. . (!) ... 

No examples are known to us that would directly bear on this issue, but 

plausibi li ty is certainly on the side of the <p-only theory, especial ly in light or 
the fact that the initial rise effects in general increase with the level ol'phras 

ing (sec the previous section). 

9.5 Summary and further consequences 

In pmsodir lttn;II\'IlV lhl'lll\ . al.tt l ' l' lllllllhl· t nl'dllfl'll'llltnlnlan·l.tlq•ottc., 

h:I\T hl'l'll JIIOIIII '.I'lltll <lltkl In )1111\ td< l lll>ll }' lt '•<' )l .llilll' dPIII.IIIl '• f111 dtll t'll'lll 
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processes, including utterance, intonational phrase, phonological phrase, 
major phrase, intermediate phrase, minor phrase, accentual phrase, tone 
group, eli tic group, prosodic word, and minor word. The totality of these 
categories has never been instantiated in a single language, however, and their 
cross-linguistic identification (Does the X-Phrase of Language A really corre

spond to the X-Phrasc of Language B?) has remained a largely unsolved 
problem. Even within a single language, the insistence on strictly layered 
representations has led to a considerable multiplication of categories. When

ever a process is found to operate in a slightly different domain than some 
other process, the model requires setting up two separate categories. Once 
repetition of levels through recursion becomes an option, however, 'domain' 
no longer equals 'category', raising the suspicion that perhaps some of the 
categories proposed in the earlier prosodic literature are in reality only larger 
recursive structures built on a single basic interface category. Loosening the 
doctrine of strict layering allows us to strengthen the theory on the category 
side, and limit the interface categories to a small and universally well-defined 
set, much like the broadly agreed-on set for rhythmic categories (foot, sylla
ble, and mora). 

In this paper, we reviewed the evidence for the distinction between the 

central interface categories proposed for Japanese, major phrase and minor 
phrase. While everyone agrees that constituents of different sizes arc in

volved, we have argued here that there is no need to postulate two separate 
interface categories, and that the evidence favors a model with a single cate
gory cp ' phonological phrase', with the option of recursion. Since the cp-only 
theory is more restrictive, given that recursion has been shown to be necessary 
on independent grounds, it is up to the proponents of theories with a larger 
number of interface categories to show that additional categories arc in fact 
necessary. 

In a more general vein, we hypothesized that there are on ly three universal 

interface categories: intonational phrase (1), phonological phrase (<p), and 
prosodic word (co). Additional structure is imposed on the string through 
recursion. 

Investigations along these lines, where relational notions such as maxima l 
and minimal projections of categories play a natural role, haw n:su lted in 
some interesting and promising results in a variety of languages. Woodhu1 y 
( 2002 ) -.lwws 111 tkta rl . IISIII!' both p1 o-.od1c ;II HI Sl'l ' llll'llla I phl' llllllll'lla ,,., 

nu k111 r th.11 < ·up' l~ Jllll'•lllh dl ,tlll~'lll '• lw. t\\11 \\llld'n'll·lllm'llh I hl·~·r.am 
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matical word minus all enclitics, and the grammatical word plus all enclitics. 
In our terms, the two domains ('PW-' vs. 'PW' in Woodbury's notation) 
correspond exactly to the minimal and the maximal prosodic word (co), re
spectively. The analysis of the word-level stress domain and the Ezafe 
construction in Persian (Kahnemuyipour, 2003) can be interpreted along 

similar lines, with an appeal to minimal and maximal projections of co. 
In work on the prosody oflrish, Dowd (2009) has identified the maximal o> 

as the domain of synthetic agreement; and Bennett and McCloskey (2008) 
show with several diagnostics (including pause, downstep, and lengthening) 

that phonological phrases (cp) arc right-aligned to XP, and that the syntacti
cally baffling distribution of weak pronouns has a prosodic rationale (sec also 
Elfner, 2008) : They appear at the right edge of the maximal cp. Henderson 
(2008) shows that in K'ichcc' h-final allomorphs occur as phonological phrase 
markers. In conjoined phrases, they arc optionally found on the first conjunct , 
which can be understood as recursive cp-phrasing, with h-final allomorphs 

appearing either on the minimal or the maximal cp. 
In our own work, we have shown that a theory with recursion-based 

subcategories can be fruitfully applied to illuminate the interplay between 
rendaku, accent, downstep, and initial rise in Japanese complex compounds 
(Ito and Mester, 2007), the prosodic conditioning ofintrusive-r in non-rhotic 

English (Ito and Mester, 2009b), and the phonology of English and German 
function word complexes, which involves various segmental fusion processes 

(Ito and Mester, 2009a). 
While these preliminary results inspire some confidence in the gcnernl out 

look on prosody presented here, it remains to be seen in future work whethl'l a 

theory with such a minimal set of interface categories and recursion has~:d 

subcategories can be upheld cross-linguistica ll y. 

Notes 

* ;\n earlie r vers ion ol' this paper appeared in the c.:onferenn: prm:ecdings ol 

JapanesdKorean Linguistics I X ({ 'SI I, Stanford) ·1 he.: pac.:sc.:nt vc.:as ion tat- ~·s uah1 

c.:onsiderataon the.: t~llllllll'llls and l' l itiquc.:s ot till' l'l'VIcwc.:rs and l'dlhl1s ol lhr 

Fl·shdlallt V\llllllll' hu hdpl11l nllllllll'llh and sun·~·stuHI S 1111lh1s Will 1-. \H' '' wdd 

lai-l' to tlwnl- Ma1y lk1 !-mall, l<y.na lk 1111l'll "-l'lllll'lh dl' .hill )' . t\udH'\\ llo\\d 

< .11 ohm· I 1·1 \ Sk\l'll I 1.1111 \h11 .111 , ll.n .aplll l11 Sl1111 hluh.n ,, I l,ul ".1111111.111 

Slllj'l lo "·"''1h.u.1 '"·'"I 11.11'•"'·1, ll111111 t 11h''·""" la111 \l,t l11si <Y l\11111 
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Moren, Marina Nespor, Jeremy O'Brien, Marc van Oostendorp, Dave Odden, Jayc 
Padgett, Anthi Rcvithiadou, Tomas Riad, Curt Rice, Shin-Ichi Tanaka, and Satoshi 
Tomioka. 

As shown by time-honored examples like the following (after Chomslty and Halle, 
1968), where syntactic structure and t-phrasing are radically different: 

1( This is the cat )1 1( that chased the rat )1 1( that ate the malt )1 

cr( oP( n ( or( CP( DP( )op)cp)op)CP)oP)CP 

All embedding is removed in the prosodic representation, resulting in a flat se
quence of three t-phrases whose left edges coincide with those of clauses (CPs), and 
not of the syntactically superordinate DPs. 

2 The basic idea here goes back to the earliest work on minor phrasing in McCawley 
( 1968: 177- 180), who inserts minor phrase boundaries by a strictly syntax-based 
rule and then adjusts the phrasing with rules sensitive to (un)acccntedness. Just as 
minor phrases can be understood as part of recursive cps, Clitic Groups have been 
argued to be recursive oos in Ito and Mester (2009a), taking up an earlier proposal 
by lnkelas ( 1989), among others. 

3 Kratzer and Selkirk (2007) usc recursive MaPs in explaining the accentual variation 
found with main clause word order in German. MaP recursivity is not essential to 
the proposal, however, which can be straightforwardly recast with extended word 
projections (oo-rccursion) for MiP and <p-phrase recursion for MaP (sec Ito and 
Mester, 2008). 

4 Among other things, it involves the recognition that the notion downstep has a 
paradigmatic component, besides the obvious syntagmatic one: Kubozono argues 
that C in [AB][CD] in (14) is downstcpped relative to B, even though at roughly the 
same pitch as B, because it is significantly lower in pitch than C in [AB][CD], 
where it follows unaccented 8. 

5 See also Wagner (2005, 20 I 0) for a more radical departure from the standard 
labeled hierarchy, with arguments for a 'label-free' purely metrical model of 
prosodic structure. 

6 For concreteness, assume that each q> begins with %L, a lowering operator, and that 
stacked lowering operators are interpreted in a cumulative way. 

7 A reviewer reminds us that Kawahara and Shinya (2008) found even more extreme 
rises at t-edges than at <p-edges. This docs not mean, however, that q>-only theory, 
like MiP/MaP theory, still has to have recourse to separate stipulation-; of tit~: same 
property f(lr scparak' rak'l'OI il·s. I h~: slogan of M i 1'/Ma I' th~:o1 y and. nw1~: g1·n 
crally, of lhl·lllll'' llhtstm•• on ,t11rth 1.1\Tinl , tiUlltlll'' "th;lll·adl lnd 1" 
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identified with a particular phonetic property, constituting its 'domain': MiP is the 
domain of the initial rise, MaP the domain of downstcp, etc. In such a theory, it is 
odd to find more pronounced rises at the left edge of MaP, which is not a rise 
domain. On the other hand, since our theory does not correlate 'domain' and 
'phonetic property' in this way, we do not expect a one-to-one correspondence 
between them. In particular, a specific phonetic property can characterize several 
domains. Intonational phrases and phonological phrases are both phrases, and noth 
ing is more natural than certain properties, such as the presence of %L, bc111~ 
associated with all phrasal categories. 

8 Or in the terminology of Selkirk ( 1996), violations of EXHAUSTIVITYv, wluch 
demands that the higher category Y dominate only X. 
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